
   

Weekplan week 10, 6th grade                                                                                                 Presteheia school 

 

Info: Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

This week we're having an American week with a focus 

on the USA.  

On Monday, we'll have PE (gym). So, you all need to 

bring your gym clothes. Orange is scheduled to shower 

this week.  

On Tuesday, we'll have American school uniform 

(meaning: dark pants/skirt and a white top, tie, etc.) as 

the dress-up theme.  

This Thursday, everyone in the grade will have PE at KKG. 

We go down after recess and finish the day there at 2 

PM. Everyone must bring gym clothes and a water 

bottle, but there won't be any showers. 

On Friday, we have 'dress up as an American' as the 

theme. 

Good start Good start Good start Life skills  Life skills  

Kick off  Stations Art and craft F&H/ 
Norwegian - 

English 

Gloseries  

Mathematics Stations Movies Norwegian - 
English/ F&H 

Mathematics 

Break Break Break Break Break 

PE/English Stations 
 

Movies KKG Shut down 

English/PE Stations 
 

Ends 13.00 KKG Shut down 5-7 th 
grade  

Ends 14:15 Ends 14:15  Ends 14:15 Ends 13:30 

 

This week´s english words   

See separate sheet.    



 
 

Monday 
 

At school At home  

Kick off: Goal: I am a good audience and pay close 
attention 
 
 

We have a combined kick-off with 5th to 

7th graders in the gymnasium.  

Norwegian(by thursday): 
Read the chapters from Fumbler, 
and answer the questions (by 
thursday) 
 
 
English (by Friday): 
Complete your presentation 
about your american state.  
 
 
Mathematics (by friday): 
Finish the tasks from school. 
 

Mathematics: Goal: I can multiply and divide different 
numbers.  

We will work on our multiplication and 
division understanding. 

English: Goal: I can continue on my presentation.  We finish our presentation about the 
United States. 

Physical 
Education: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Goal: I know what tactics is.  We're continuing with frisbee.  
 



 

Tuesday 
 

At school At home: 

Stations: Goal: I collaborate well with students from 5th 
to 7th grade. 

We have stations together with 5th – 7th 
grade.  

Practice the 100 words.  
 
 

 

Wednesday: 
 

At school At home: 

Art & Craft  Goal: I can make friendsip bracelets.  We are going to make friendship 
bracelets. 

Practice the 100 words. 
 

Movie: Goal: I listen to message and sit still during 
the movie.  

We watch movies.  

 

Thursday: 
 

At school: At home: 

Norwegian: Goal: I can sit still during reading aloud. 
 

We continue reading the book Fumbler Practice the 100 words. 
 



Food & Health:  Goal: I'm discussing nutrients in American 
dishes.  

American fast food – culture.   
 
 

KKG: Goal: I listen carefully and pay attention to 
instructions. 

We have PE at KKG.  

 

Friday                 
 

At school: 

Mathematics  Goal: I know about the multiplication 
algorithm.  

We start working on more advanced multiplication tasks and some divition`s 
tasks. 

Glosaries:  Goal: I sit quietly at my desk and don't disturb 
others. 

We are conducting a vocabulary quiz.  

Shut down Goal: I am a good audience and pay close 
attention.  
 

We end the English week together with 5th to 7th grade.  

 

 

Social learninggoal: 

Vi do each other good by: 
- I collaborate well and behave nicely with 5th to 7th graders. 

 


